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DELIVERY TECHNIQUES FOR HANUSCRIPTS
For the occasions when the public speaker does use the
manuscript mode or delivery, the .following techniques wi 11
prove helpful.
Realize too that even it your entire speech
is not written out. you may elect to employ the techniques of
manuscript reading in those parts of a speech where quoted
material is being used.
1. The script should look good to the audience, not be
tattered or folded. and should be in a rigid folder.
Jt
should be typed neatly, double or triple spaced. with no
inked-in corrections.so it will be as legible as possible.
You may wish to nighlight certain portions� but take care not
to c I utter up your manuscript.
Number the pages.
A quotation or short passage to be included in an
extemporaneous speech should be typed or clearly printed on a
note card.
2.
Practice reading it aloud many times.
Rework any awkward
phrases and check carefully tor how long it takes to read
aloud.
Make necessary changes:
retype;
then do the bulk ot
your practicin_ trom the final draft.
Don't retype at the
last minute so that your eye doesn't know where to find
things. ·
lt you plan to use a lectern when you speak, use one when
3.
Using a speaker's stand is the usual way to
you practice.
deliver a manuscript speech. but if the pages are firmly
clipped into a rigid folder, it is possible to hold it in
your hand, and you may want to do so in order to be freer to
gesture and to move.
4.
Work tor eye contact as you read.
Practice until you are
so familiar with the speech that you can look at the audience
mosr of the time.
But do not go that next step and attempt
to memorize it. Hold the note card or script (in its rigid
folder) about chest high, so you do not have to bob your head
up and down to maintain eye contact.
5.
Work for an alert. dynamic, enthusiastic delivery.
Practice using appropriate gestures -- especially head and
upper body movements and facial animation.
6.
Pay attention to vocal aspects of your delivery.
Vary
your vocal pa ern. and especially make good use of pauses
for attention and emphasis.
Advertisers use white space to
ma .e their printed copy stand out. and speakers should
remember to use pauses to emphasize the ideas when reading.

